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In the wake of the highly successful Sams Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours, this book focuses on the additional Unix commands that an advanced user or beginning system administrator needs to know in order to administer and maintain a Unix system.  The book includes coverage of the key Unix variations: Red Hat Linux, Solaris, HPUX, and Apple's Mac OS X environment.  The book will not be a comprehensive solution to all problems facing new system administrators, but instead is a tutorial introduction to the process of learning about and maintaining a running Unix server.     

       About the Author
   

Dave Taylor is a popular writer, teacher, and speaker focused on business and   technology issues. The founder of The Internet Mall and iTrack.com, he has been   involved with Unix and the Internet since 1980, having created the popular Elm   Mail System and Embot mail autoresponder. A prolific author, his most recent   books include Learning Unix for Mac OS X, Sams Teach Yourself Unix in 24 Hours,   Creating Cool HTML 4.0 Web Pages, Dynamic HTML Weekend Crash Course, and The   e*Auction Insider.

Previous positions include research scientist at HP Laboratories and senior   reviews editor of SunWorld magazine. He has contributed software to the official   4.4 release of Berkeley Unix (BSD), and his programs are found in all versions   of Linux and other popular Unix variants.

Dave has a bachelorUs degree in computer science, a masterUs degree in   educational computing, and is working on an MBA. He teaches business and   technology-related courses both in the physical world through the University of   Colorado at Boulder, and online with the University of Phoenix. His e-mail   address has been the same for over 15 years: taylor@intuitive.com. When not   typing madly on the keyboard of his Mac, DaveUs either playing with his wife   Linda and two wonderful kids, Ashley and Gareth, or out bicycling around   Boulder.
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Server Load BalancingO'Reilly, 2001
This book is meant to be a resource for anyone involved in the design, production, overseeing, or troubleshooting of a site that employs server load balancing (SLB). Managers and other high-level people can use this book to improve their understanding of the overall technology. Engineers and site architects can use this book to give insight into...
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Connecting Arduino to the Web: Front End Development Using JavaScriptApress, 2018

	Create physical interfaces that interact with the Internet and web pages. With Arduino and JavaScript you can create interactive physical displays and connected devices that send data to or receive data from the web. You'll take advantage of the processes needed to set up electronic components, collect data, and create web pages able to...
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Understanding the Role of Business AnalyticsSpringer, 2018

	
		This book encompasses empirical evidences to understand the application of data analytical techniques in emerging contexts. Varied studies relating to manufacturing and services sectors including healthcare, banking, information technology, power, education sector etc. stresses upon the systematic approach followed in...
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Accuracy and Reliability in Scientific Computing (Software, Environments, Tools)SIAM, 2005
Accuracy and Reliability in Scientific Computing can be considered a handbook for improving the quality of scientific computing. It will help computer scientists address the problems that affect software in general as well as the particular challenges of numerical computation. 

       Numerical software is used to test scientific...
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Understanding Sleep and Dreaming (Springerlink Behavioral Science)Springer, 2005

	As I am writing this, I am anticipating the 50th anniversary o f tlie discovery o f

	RELMS. For it was in 1951 that Aserinsky and Kleitman, who, while electronically

	recording a person's sleep in a University o f Chicago lab, were surprised to notice that

	eye movements occurred periodically even when their s~tbjectw as, by all...
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CMMI® Assessments: Motivating Positive ChangeAddison Wesley, 2005
Use Assessments to Drive Process Improvements in Software, Systems, Human Resources, and Beyond

Pioneered by the world's leading innovators in software engineering, assessments have evolved into a remarkably powerful tool for process improvement in areas ranging from...
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